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SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS
These bring MeG armies to life even beyond the items above, giving them their real historical 
character. We have over 23 that create the right behaviour of troops over and above what we have 
so far. Some of these are common features such as devastating chargers, shove and melee experts; 
others are rare but entertaining such as fanatic or expendable. 

As the characteristics are easier to understand once you have got the basics of the rules we have 
placed the full explanation of how they work in Appendix A at the end of the rule book.  Here we 
will simply list them with a general description so you can see how they work overall to create the 
massive variety of troops in the ancient world.   

Characteristic Description Examples

MELEE EXPERT (ME)
More skilled in open hand to hand combat 
than typical for their grade. Gives a bonus in
melee combat.

Roman legionaries, Samurai, mounted Knights, 
Roman Velites, Huns.

COMBAT SHY (CSh)
Reluctant fighters, unlikely to perform well in 
combat.

Levy bowmen, many skirmishers.

DEVASTATING
CHARGER (DC)

Troops with a ferocious charge and first impact.  
Gives high factors in charge combat.

Gallic warband, Teutonic knights, Galatians, 
Meshwesh.

SHATTER (Sha)

Free characteristic, automatic for some troops 
types such as DC, CL and elephants.  Gives 
a chance of a break in enemy lines helping in 
charge combat.

Elephants, Charging Lancers,
Devastating Chargers.

SHOVE (Sho)

Free characteristic, automatic for troops adept at 
pushing enemy back.  Gives a chance of a break 
in enemy lines helping in charge and melee 
combat.

Swiss pikemen, Macedonian pikemen, 
African elephants, close order Foot
against loose.

SHIELDWALL (Shw)

Strong lines that are hard to breach.  Stops 
shatter and shove effects and can keep Cv/
Cm/Ch at bay cancelling any melee expert in
melee combat.

Vikings. Anglo-Saxons. Arab Conquest.

EXPENDABLE (EX)
Disposable troops intended to disrupt or 
obstruct an enemy. S results become Skulls in
charge combat.

Scythed chariots, animals herds,
Mongol hostage screens.

FANATIC (Fn)
Fighters prepared to die for a cause, or to 
die with their leader.  Fight to the death and
never break.

Gallic general's bodyguard,
Spartacus' slave revolt.

CANTABRIAN (Cn)
Skirmishers especially skilled in circulating fire 
methods.  Slowed down but get an upgrade to 
shooting skill.

Spanish light horse, Sarmatian horse archers, 
Roman light horse.

AFRICAN (Af)
Loose order circulating fire pioneered by 
the Byzantines.  Slowed down but get an 
upgrade to shooting skill.

Byzantine koursores.

INTEGRAL 
SHOOTERS (IS)

Troops with intermingled or rear rank 
missile fire as support when charged, but 
too little to justify a main shooting role. 
Gives +s in charge combat.

Late Roman infantry, Vikings, Arabic 
infantry.
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Characteristic Description Examples

SHOOT & CHARGE 
(SC)

Troops who were adept at firing a powerful 
"volley" immediately prior to combat.  
Allows shooting at the same time as charge 
declaration.

Byzantine lancer/bow cavalry, Huns.

FEIGNED FLIGHT 
(FF)

Troops with the explicit role of tempting the 
enemy to charge in order to break up their 
lines. Cause forced charges.

Mongols, Huns, Welsh.

PAVISE (Pv)

Troops with large portable barricades that 
give cover from fire and some help against 
enemy charging them.  Cover and +s in 
charge combat.

Persian Immortals, Japanese bowmen.

SHIELD COVER 
(ShC)

Troops with large shields who could lock 
to give decent protection against missiles.  
Gives an armour upgrade vs. shooting but 
slows them.

Roman legionaries, Crusader spearmen, 
Greek hoplites.

ORB (Ob)
Troops who could form a "square" to 
protect them from all sides.  Limits fighting 
capability but allows no flank charges.

Medieval pikemen, Greek hoplites, Roman 
legions.

CALTROPS (Cl)
Troops carrying dropable spikes to impede 
mounted troops attack them. Gives large 
benefits in charge combat.

Late Roman infantry, Chinese infantry.

STAKES (St)

Troops carrying long spikes which are 
hammered into the ground to repel 
mounted enemy.  Gives large benefit in 
charge and melee combat but cannot be 
placed when near enemy.

English longbowmen.

BARRICADES (Ba)

Permanent "walls" that protect from 
shooting and give troops and advantage 
in combat.  Must be deployed before
other troops.

Ottoman Turkish infantry,
Sengoku Japanese arquebusiers.

OBSTACLES (Os)
Permanent "ditches" that help in melee but 
provide no cover from missile fire.

Aztecs, Mapuche, Canari.

DISMOUNTABLE 
(Ds)

Mounted troops who could dismount at 
will to fight or infantry who manoeuvred 
mounted and then deployed on foot.

Russ infantry, French medieval knights.

FLEET OF FOOT (FF)
Troops who were quick to manoeuvre 
prior to combat, often due to having light 
armour.  Troop move at skirmish speed.

Swiss pikemen, Welsh, Irish.

KIEL (KL)

Troops who formed larger solid blocks and 
were adept at protecting their flanks.  The 
beginnings of renaissance formations.  
Cancels enemy pluses for flank charges.

Swiss pikemen, Landsknechts.
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